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All languages have expressions that refer to the generic person (GP), or ‘people in general’. This paper investigates from a typological perspective GP-representation in Tshobdun Rgyalrong, a morphologically complex Sino-Tibetan language spoken in Sichuan. Tshobdun marks GP predominantly with cross-linguistically the least common GP-encoding device, namely dedicated verbal morphology evolving from erstwhile nominalizers. The integration of GP into the inflectional person category as a ‘fourth person’ is a manifestation of the remarkable prominence of humanness marking in Rgyalrong grammar.
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* I respectfully dedicate this article to Prof. W. South Coblin on the happy occasion of his seventieth birthday, in appreciation of his years of guidance and friendship, and his numerous contributions to Sino-Tibetan dialectology and historical linguistics. The research reported herein was funded by the National Science Council grant NSC 97-2410-H-001-072-MY3. This paper is an extensively revised version of earlier drafts bearing on linguistic expressions of generic human arguments presented at a colloquium talk at my home institute in March 2005, at the 11th Himalayan Languages Symposium held at Chulalongkorn University in December 2005, and at the Research Center for Linguistic Typology, La Trobe University in May 2008. I am grateful for the helpful comments from Carol Genetti, Randy LaPolla, Guillaume Jacques, Yvonne Treis, Elizabeth Zeitoun, Jonathan Evans, You-Jing Lin, and especially Sasha Aikhenvald, Bob Dixon, our guest editors, and the two anonymous Language and Linguistics reviewers. As always, my deep gratitude goes to all my Tshobdun consultants for their invaluable assistance and collaboration. The transcription of the data is phonemic, using symbols in their usual IPA values. The default pitch accent position in Tshobdun is stem-final; marked penultimate accent is indicated by an acute accent ´; there is also a functionally restricted falling tone, marked by `. The two marked verb stems are indicated in the gloss with subscript numerals. Tshobdun examples taken from texts are identified by text titles and line numbers. The interlinear morpheme glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules, except for the following: CONT: continuous aspect; DM: discourse marker; AND: andative; EMPH: emphatic; GP: generic person; IMPRS: impersonal; INES: inessive case; INV: inverse; MED: mediative evidential; LTR: low transitivity; PAT: patient; PAUS: pause-marker; PURP: purposive; RDPL: reduplication; REC.P: recent past; SEQ: sequentializer; SUB: subordinator; TEL: telic; VIS: visual.
人類語言都有「泛指人稱」，用以寬範圍引指「人們」。草登嘉戎語是四川境內一種形態複雜的漢藏語。本文從類型學的角度探討草登話泛指人稱，發現本語主要採用源自名物化成分之動詞形態標記泛指人稱，屬於較罕見之跨語言類型。此類形態標記已進一步融入人稱體系，成為動詞「第四人稱」，顯示嘉戎語形態句法充分反映「屬人」語意之醒目特徵。
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